
PROPOSAL FOR AN ELEMENTARY ATLAS ADVENTURE 
WITH THE OK FACTOR 

Thanks for your interest in inviting us to your school to work with your students! It is our 

sincere hope that you’ll find in the materials below an undeniable passion for encouraging 

students to cultivate an understanding of the important role music plays in their lives. We also 

hope you see our desire to educate students to tap into the endless avenues music provides, 

and how their own personal creativity and unique ideas can shine through it. 

We hope to join you on an ATLAS Adventure, soon!  

Olivia and Karla  

ATLAS OVERVIEW 

ATLAS is an education initiative developed by Olivia Diercks and Karla Colahan, cellist and 

violinist of The OK Factor, aimed at encouraging students to be adventurous with music. 

Pulling from their own personal musical journeys, Olivia and Karla have found a deep sense of 

purpose in exciting and encouraging students of all ages to explore what music means to 

them, both as community members and as individuals. Each and every child - every person - 

has a unique musical voice. Through ATLAS, Olivia and Karla engage students in exploring 

what their unique musical voice is, and how they can use it to foster meaningful, life-changing 

opportunities.  

A cornerstone of ATLAS is the ATLAS Adventure - a workshop with The OK Factor - which 

takes both students and teachers on a musical adventure with guided stops along the way to 

explore composition, improvisation, and the genres of folk, pop, and classical music. It also 

facilitates the learning of string techniques such as chopping and accented rhythmic patterns, 

which enhance the students’ capabilities and options for creativity. Olivia and Karla encourage 

students to use their instruments as vehicles for innovative musical thinking through age-

appropriate games, activities, and critical listening. The best part is, ATLAS Adventures are 
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made for everyone! From general music programs, to public and private orchestras, from 

Kindergarten to high school. 

In addition to ATLAS Adventures, the ATLAS website is home to many resources that will 

inspire instrumentalists from all backgrounds and walks of life, including  worksheets to 

facilitate composition, and The OK Factor’s original transcriptions for duo and quartet. 

Designed to reach a wide range of playing abilities, The OK Factor’s transcriptions can be 

used throughout a workshop with the duo while incorporating the string techniques and 

compositional and improvisatory concepts from the ATLAS material. 

ATLAS provides the road map for exploration and discovery of this new musical world, in 

hopes that it will lead all musicians to create their own adventures using no road map at all. 

DETAILS 

DATES & TIMES 

The OK Factor will provide workshops and in-class sessions for schools and organizations 

based on their wants and needs. Based on teacher feedback on our materials, the following 

packages outline the most effective options for comprehensively moving through the materials 

in an ATLAS Adventure.  

K-5 Recommended Minimums: 

One individual class period per grade level  

-OR- 

One grade-wide assembly  

PRICING INFORMATION 

• $200/hour for workshops and in-class sessions 

• Flat $400 fee for large-group assemblies 

• Teacher lesson plan and student study guides included 

Add-ons: 

• $500 for culminating evening performance with the students  

• $200 for one-hour Performance Q&A  
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• $5/folder+stickers+pencil for each student  

• Full-color printed materials (cost based on number of students in program)  

• Standard federal rate of $.55/mi for mileage to engagements 20+ miles away 

• Accommodations requested for multi-day engagements in which a commute amounts to 80+ 

miles 

FUNDRAISING  

The OK Factor provides the opportunity for students to sell t-shirts designed specifically 

for their school and/or music program to raise funds for an ATLAS Adventure. The t-shirts are 

sold through a website called Bonfire (www. bonfire.com). Price and minimum required sold 

are determined by the fundraising goal, which is set by the school.  

CORE STANDARD ALIGNMENT  

The OK Factor’s ATLAS Adventure aligns with the National Core Arts Standards in the 

following ways:  

Creating 

K-5: Students create their own melodies using guided activities from their ATLAS Adventure 

and Presentation which explore pitch, range, and rhythm.  

Performing/Presenting/Producing 

K-5: Students analyze music by critically listen- ing and watching, through guided prompts 

in their ATLAS Adventure and study guides, and identify what instruments and sounds they 

hear through discussion and drawing. Students are also encouraged to join The OK Factor for 

a culminating performance of the materials/ concepts they learned throughout their ATLAS 

Adventure.  

Responding  

K-2: Students move and dance to the music they hear throughout their ATLAS Adventure and 

Presentation, and are asked prompted questions about how the music makes them feel, and 

how that feeling informs their movement.  
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3-5: Students move and dance to the music they hear, as well as draw what they hear, 

throughout their ATLAS Adventure and study guide. Using criteria based on the instruments 

and musical qualities they hear, they identify what genres the music falls within. Students are 

also asked prompted questions about how the music makes them feel, and how that feeling 

informs their movement and drawings.  

Connecting  

K-5: Through prompted questions, students partake in discussions surrounding individual 

practice and the character it builds, how all of us experience folk music in our everyday lives, 

as well as how music builds community by sharing and creating it together. Taking this a step 

further, students are encouraged to think about how they can bring music to different areas of 

their communities, and can even partake in the ATLAS Ambassador Program, proving their 

commitment to connecting with the world around them through music.  

WHY THE OK FACTOR? 

We’re glad you asked! Why should you bring us to your music program when you have a fully 

capable, credible teacher already invested in your students’ success?  

Personal Experience  

The ATLAS Adventure is really based on our own personal musical journeys. We, too, studied 

all throughout our musical careers with fine music educators who were invested in our 

success. We know that aligning with the Core Standards helps guide each student to well-

rounded musical competency, and a better understanding of the world around them. But the 

truth is that there are so many avenues to success - and success is all relative! Success, to us, is 

each student understanding and appreciating the great impact music can have on their lives 

and the lives of others, and that it doesn’t have to look any certain way. An ATLAS Adventure 

is a guided journey - a road map - to many creative musical outlets with the hope that, in the 

end, students will have the tools to take their own unique, creative journey, using no road map 

at all.  
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Performance and Compositional Experience 

We, as The OK Factor, have been performing and composing our own original music for six 

years. We feel that our experience in the arenas of performance and composition gives us a 

unique lens through which to teach and explore these worlds with students. We offer specific 

tools and strategies that get students thinking about their instruments in creative ways and 

exploring their unique musical voice, opening the door to endless possibilities for 

performance and composition.  

Teaching Improvisation 

We have heard from many teachers that improvisation can be a complicated and, at times, 

intimidating skill to teach, though they understand and value its importance as a creative 

outlet and musical skill. There is no doubt that creating a solo or melody on the spot is, at first, 

an intimidating concept. But through broken-down introductions to single-note solos, basic 

rhythmic motives, and simple scale-based experimentation, we have found a method for 

teaching improvisation that allows students and teachers alike to feel unafraid, encouraged 

and even excited about improvisation!  

                    

NEXT STEPS 

1. Once the proposal has been approved, The OK Factor will issue a formal contract and 

invoice, outlining all engagements, hours, and formal pricing. 

2. The OK Factor requires a 15% deposit and signed contract to officially secure the dates for 

an ATLAS Adventure.   

3. ATLAS Adventure Material Distribution  

Upon receipt of signed contract and 15% deposit, the teacher will be given an code to 

download all ATLAS Adventure materials (student study guides, teacher lesson plans/

guides, musical references, etc.) online.  

The OK Factor provides the option for printed materials and/or folders+pencils+stickers 

to be shipped directly to your school. Cost is outlined on the Pricing Information sheet. 

These materials will be mailed within two weeks of receiving a signed contract and 15% 

deposit.  

4. The OK Factor requires payment, in full, one week prior to the ATLAS Adventure.  

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Olivia Diercks | cello | 319.830.9220 
Karla Colahan | violin | 678.591.9019 

theokfactor@gmail.com

www.theokfactoratlas.com  |  www.theokfactor.com


